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Bmer Services Unveil New Fixed Price Service Packages For 2014

Bmer Services, the London based BMW repair specialist, has unveiled a new range of fixed
price service packages for 2014.

(PRWEB UK) 1 January 2014 -- Bmer Services, the London based BMW repair specialist, has unveiled a new
range of fixed price service packages for 2014. With the cost of owning and running a car rising all the time,
the firm is taking a stand to make motoring more affordable in 2014. With all parts, labour and VAT included
in the price that is quoted to customers, Bmer Services looks forward to helping BMW owners make the most
of the year ahead.

Since 2006, Bmer Services has been recognised as providing the best value BMW service London has to offer.
In this time, the garage has attended to more than 10,000 cars. The head technician at the garage has more than
20 years’ worth of experience at a main dealer, and the garage utilises the very latest in diagnostic equipment.
A high quality car like a BMW requires a high quality service to stay in excellent condition, and this is exactly
what is on offer from Bmer Services.

Anyone that has been involved in a car crash or finds out that their vehicle is in need of repairs has already
suffered a shock. This is why Bmer Services is determined to ensure that the cost of repairs doesn’t provide any
further shocks. The firm is regarded as offering the most effective BMW repairs London can provide, and the
no obligation quote is guaranteed to be the price that customers pay. While some London garages quote a low
price before adding additional costs, Bmer Services promises in 2014, there is no need to pay more than has
been quoted for any job. This is a promise that is sure to bring benefit to BMW drivers and businesses in the
year ahead.

As the number one BMW specialist London has to offer, Bmer Services looks forward to helping BMW drivers
enjoy their car in the year ahead. The highly trained team of technicians are dedicated to offering the best
possible service. Whether a car owner is being proactive or reactive in having their car analysed by the experts,
the best service in London is available from Bmer Services. 2014 may prove to be an expensive year in many
aspects, but when it comes to providing a high quality car with the best possible service, Bmer Services is the
team to call upon for value and effectiveness.

About Bmer Services:
Bmer Services is the number one London specialist for BMW cars. Since its inception in 2006, the garage has
welcomed more than 10,000 cars, providing a wide range of support and services to BMW owners. The
company utilises a broad range of specialist diagnostic equipment, ensuring that the best analysis can be
undertaken. In 2014, Bmer Services is committed to offering the best value and most reliable BMW support
and service packages for all clients. When it comes to looking after a high quality, it makes sense to call upon a
highly reliable and experienced team.

http://www.prweb.com
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Contact Information
James Nicholson
SEO Desk
http://www.seodesk.co.uk
+44 1306886140

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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